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The Newtonian n-body problem is studied. The main result gives the 
asymptotic properties of the distances between particles as time (t) approaches 
infinity. It is shown how particles can separate into subsystems between which 
the distances are asymptotic to constant multiples of time, and within which 
the mutual distances are at most of the order t2/a. Each subsystem behaves 
asymptotically like a pure n-body problem in the sense that an energy and an 
angular momentum relationship are asymptotically satisfied. These techniques 
allow some three-body results found by Birkhoff and by Sundxnan to be 
extended to the n-body problem. Finally, some n-body results are derived for 
a motion which expands faster than time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A classification of the solutions for the Newtonian n-body problem has 
been given by Saari [lo], where the classification is given in terms of the 
asymptotic behavior of the distances between particles as time (2) approaches 
infinity. While this classification allows for a sketch of the evolving Newtonian 
universe, it contains some gaps, since two of the types of motion, oscillatory 
and pulsating, are not completely understood. Indeed, the answers to several 
important unanswered questions about the final behavior of the n-body 
problem depend upon a refined study of these motions. For example, the 
question whether the system admits a bounding function of time for the 
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distances between the particles reduces to the same question restricted to 
oscillatory motion [lo, 111. 
We offer an alternative approach to obtain some of the general features of 
this classification of motion. As a corollary we obtain significantly improved 
bounds on the behavior of oscillatory and pulsating motion. Consequently, 
these results provide a refined sketch of the evolving Newtonian universe, and 
they permit improved statements about escape, bounding functions of time, 
etc. In addition, we generalize some results due to Sundman and Birkhoff 
from the three-body problem to the n-body problem. 
Essentially, under the assumption that the solution exists in the time 
interval, [0, 001, we show that as time approaches infinity, then either the 
maximum spacing between particles must approach infinity faster than t, 
or else the distance between any two particles is either asymptotic to a 
constant multiple of t or bounded by a constant multiple of t2/3. In the latter 
case, if there are p particles with their mutual distances of the order 0(@/3), 
then they define a subsystem. This subsystem behaves somewhat like a pure 
p-body problem in the sense that an energy and an angular momentum 
relationship are asymptotically statisfied. 
While our prime concern is the study of the Newtonian equations of motion, 
most of the results generalize to an inverse 4 central force law for Q > 1. The 
corresponding changes in the statement of the results are minor, and they are 
indicated in Section 10. 
Perhaps of greater interest is that most of these results hold for force laws 
that, for large distances, tend asymptotically to an inverse 4 central force 
law. This is most important for applications since the gravitational law of 
attraction is very weak. Even crude models of the universe would include 
other important forces, indeed, some which may even dominate the gravi- 
tational force at “local” distances. Therefore, the generalization briefly 
discussed here (and in [lo]) is of interest since it means that these results 
include models allowing for crude relativistic approximations, some non- 
gravitational forces at “local” distances and other local properties, oblateness 
effects, etc. In order to indicate what effects this generalization has on the 
proof of theorems, we state and prove our first theorem for a general force 
law. (Even here we do not use the most general law, but extensions are 
obvious.) After the proof of Theorem 1, we shall restrict attention to the 
Newtonian inverse square force law. 
The notation is standard. Assume that all masses are positive and that 
relative to some inertial coordinate system the mass, position vector and 
velocity vector of the kth mass are given by mk , rk , and vg , respectively. 
Both a vector and its magnitude will be denoted by the same letter. For 
example, 
v,k = (vlc . v,y and rkj = ((rk - rj) . (rlz - rj))l/“. 
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Assume that the force exerted on the kth particle due to the jth particle is 
given by fki(rk , rj , vk , vi , t), where 
hi = @hmi(ri - rk>/& + 4~2) (1-l) 
as rjk ---f co. While we assume that fki = -fjk , we do not assume that the 
direction defined by vector fkj coincides with the direction defined by vector 
ri - rk . Furthermore, we assume that fici is a continuous function of its 
arguments in its domain of definition and that this domain includes the set 
given by distance rj, greater than some constant. 
Notice that if the units of mass, length, and time are chosen so that the 
gravitational constant is equal to unity, then Eq. (1.1) includes the Newtonian 
law of attractions where the error term is identically zero and the domain is 
given by rile > 0. In this setting, the fkj’s are analytic functions of their 
arguments. 
The equations of motion are 
Define 
m,t, = i fkj , k = 1) 2 )...) 71. (1.2) 
i=l 
i#P 
and 
r(t) = !$l$ r&t>. 
(1.3) 
In what follows, we restrict our attention to those initial conditions for 
which a solution exists for all positive values of t. By virtue of our assumption 
on fkj , the solutions are twice continuously differentiable functions of t. 
In the Newtonian case, they are analytic functions. 
Our discussion is slightly complicated because we are studying the internal 
behavior of the system. Consequently, our attention will focus on the vectors 
rk - s rather than vectors rb , where s denotes the center of mass of the 
system. Without imposing additional assumptions on the force laws, it does 
not follow that the differential equation for rk - s is the same as Eq. (1.2). 
(However, the equations of motion for the Newtonian n-body problem are 
invariant with respect to this translation. Therefore in this case we can and 
do assume that s = 0.) 
The behavior of vector s can be determined. It follows from the anti- 
commutativity of the vectors fki that 
iKS=~m,F, =CCfki =O, 
or that 
s = At +B. 
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Here, M is the total mass of the system and vectors A and B are constants of 
integration. 
In the setting of the inverse square force law, we have more information, 
and most of these equations become simpler. We shall devote the remainder 
of this section to a discussion of this additional information. 
Let 
U = C m,mjr;f. (1.5) 
l<k<j<?z 
Then Eq. (1.2) assumes the form 
m,& = aujar,. (1.6) 
The conservation of energy and angular momentum integrals are, respec- 
tively, 
T=&~m,vk2= U+h (1.7) 
and 
c mkrk x vk = c, (1.8) 
where h and c are constants of integration. 
Let I be one-half the moment of inertia. Since the center of mass is at the 
origin, we have 
I = $1 mkrk2 = (1/2M) 1 mkmj(rk - rj)“. w 
1<?dgn 
It follows from this last expression that there exist positive constants A and B 
such that 
AR2 < I < BR2. (1.10) 
That is, Pi2 serves as a measure of the maximum spacing between particles. 
Likewise, it can be seen that U-l serves as a measure of the minimum spacing, 
r, in the sense that 
Ar < U-l < BY, (1.11) 
where positive constants A and B are not necessarily the same as in Eq. 
(1.10). (Capital letters A and B will denote positive constants. The values 
may change each time they are used.) 
A relation due to Lagrange and Jacobi is 
l=T+h=U+2h. (1.12) 
Finally, we record a most useful inequality due to Sundman [16, 101 
c2 + iz < 41T. (1.13) 
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2. EXPANDING SYSTEMS 
Our first result gives the general outline for the behavior of particles for 
large values oft. As we stated earlier, in this theorem, and only in this theorem, 
we shall assume force laws of the type given in Eq. (1.1). 
THEOREM 1. As t -+ co, either 
R/t + co, 
OY 
rk - s = A,t + O(t213), k = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
where Al, is a constant vector (possibly zero). 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Sections 3, 4, and 5. 
In the Newtonian case, we can improve this statement by including the 
behavior of the minimum spacing between particles. 
COROLLARY 1. Solutions of system (1.6) have the property that either 
R/t + co and Y + 0, 
OY 
rk = A,t + O(t2/3), k = 1, 2,..., n and lim sup Y > 0 
as t + co. Here A, is a constant vector. 
The first case cannot occur if n < 3 [12]. In the second case, it is possible, 
even for n = 3, to have lim inf r = 0 as t -+ co. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Pollard [7] proved that R/t+ co if and only if 
Y -+ 0 as t -+ co. The statement of Corollary 1 now follows from that of 
Theorem 1. 
In n-body systems there is the question of escape. Namely, under what 
conditions does there exist an index k such that rk - s -+ co as t + co ? For 
example, in the Newtonian n body problem it is known that if the total 
energy of the system, h, is positive, then R > At + o(t) for some positive 
constant A. (To see this, notice that 1 = U + 2h > 2h: By integrating both 
sides of this inequality twice, we have I > ht2 + O(t). The conclusion now 
follows from Eq. (1.10)). While this does imply that some vector rlc - s 
must become unbounded, it it not known whether this implies escape [7]. 
We improve upon the known results [8, 10, 121 with the following corollary. 
(For a different approach to escape and scattering with the emphasis on 
galactic systems, see [4].) 
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CoRox.LmY 2. Suppose that a soJut&m of system (1.2) has the property 
that lim inf R/t < co and lim sup Rt-218 = co as t + og. Then, at least two 
particles must escape. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, the hypothesis of the corollary implies 
the existence of some index, say k = 1, such that r, - s = A,t -/- O(W) 
where A, # 0. Therefore, particle nt, escapes. If this is the only escaping 
particle, then Theorem 1 implies that rk - s = O(t2/s) for k = 2,..., n. 
However, according to the de~ition of s we have 
C mlc(rk - s) = 0. 
If we divide both sides of this last relationship by t ‘and take the limit as 
t -+ co, we arrive at the contradiction miAi = 0. Thus, at least one additional 
particle must escape. 
In the Newtonian case, that is, solutions of Eq. (1.6), the second condition 
on the growth of R can be replaced by a condition on the sign of the tatal 
energy. 
COROLLARY 3. If the total emrgy in the autos n-body promo is 
nonnegative and if lim inf R/t < 00 as t -+ 00, then at least two particles must 
escape. 
Proof. If the energy is positive, then R > Ct + o(t), so the conclusion 
follows from Corollary 2. (This inequality follows from Eqs. ( 1.12) and (1.10) 
and from the fact that U > 0). If the total energy is equal to zero, then it is 
known [7] that either there exist positive constants C, and Cs such that 
Clt21s + o(t2/3) < I < R < C2tz/3 + o(t2i3), or R/t2i3 -+ 0~. In the latter 
case, the conclusion follows from Corollary 2. In the former case, all mutual 
distances go to infinity like t2/3, and it follows from [lo] that at least n - 1 
particles must escape. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we consider all possible divisions of the FJ- 
particles into two disjoint nonempty subgroups. The basic idea of the proof 
is to study the behavior of the maximum distance between the centers of mass 
of these subgroups. This distance will be denoted by h(t). It turns out that as 
t -+ co one of the folIowing must occur: (i) A/t -+ do, (ii) x/t is asymptotic to a 
positive constant, or (iii) h = O(W). 
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As one might suspect from its definition, the qualitative behavior of A is 
similar to that of R. That is, we shall show that there exist positive constants A 
and B such that Ah < R < BA. From this we can obtain the conclusion of the 
theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P be the set of all nonempty proper subsets of 
(1, 2 ,..*, n}. 
Let Q, E P. Define 
A,(t) = M (1 mk(rk - s))/JGJ~A 
A@ 
(3-l) 
where M is the total mass of the system and set @ is the complement of set @. 
Notice that h, is the vector from the center of mass of the set defined by the 
particles with indices in @ to the center of mass of the set defined by the 
particles with indices in @, and hence A, = --A,, . 
Define x(t) = maxp h@(t). 
In order to simplify the exposition of this proof, we initially assume that 
the solutions of system (1.2) are analytic functions of time. (This assumption 
will be removed at the end of Section 5.) Consequently, functions ho , @ E P, 
are analytic functions, and h(t) is a continuous function. 
We now show that h(t) is piecewise analytic, The points where function 
h(t) is not analytic are those points where different functions trade the role of 
being the maximum and defining function for A(t). We shall call these points 
“switching points.” The statement reduces to the claim that the switching 
points are isolated. If they had an accumulation point t, , then there would 
exist a sequence {ti}, ti + t, , and sets @, 7 E P such that X, + h, and h(&) = 
A,(ti) = A,(tJ for i = 1, 2,... . However, since h, and h, are analytic functions 
of time, this last condition implies that X, = h, . This contradicts the assump- 
tion and proves the assertion. Th is a so 1 gives us that on any interval not 
containing a switching point there is some @ t P such that h = hQ1 . 
We now derive the equation of motion for h(t). This is done by proving that 
ifh = &,, thenrkj 3 2m,/\/M where k E @, j E @ and m, = mink (m,) > 0. 
To show this, note that 
M (rg-k)Mpl-k)J{O-k) + Mm,(r, - s) = MOMO& 
and 
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Since h = A0 > Xto++il , hcrpWk) , we have 
rkj = I(rk - s) - (rj - .s)l 
, ” M&b - (M4 - mk)Wb + mk) 
‘M [ mk 
+ MDMG.C - (MO + mj)(M4c - mj) 
mj 1 
= ‘cm, + mj) > 2%X 
M I----. M (3.2) 
If X is given by ha on an open interval not containing a switching point, then 
we have 
ksQ 
= c fkj + & fki . (3.3) 
j.ks@ 
k#j jeOC 
The first double sum on the right vanishes by the antisymmetry of the 
vectors with respect to the subscripts. 
According to the definition of the force law (Eq. (l.l)), the error term 
becomes arbitrarily small for large distances. That is, for arbitrarily small 
B > 0, there exists a positive constant D with the property that, if ykj > 
2m,D/M, then the error term in Eq. (1.1) is bounded by c/M2rij . This is 
true for all choices of the indices R, j = 1, 2 ,..., IL 
We now assume that lim sup X = co as t + CO. If this is not satisfied, then 
X = O(1) = O(t2i3), which is one of the desired conclusions. It now follows 
from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) that when A > D, then Eq. (3.3) can be expressed as 
js@ 
Since h = AQ on this open interval, and since 
we have 
x > - M(M2 + c)/4m02h2 = -K/h2. (3.5) 
Since the right side is independent of 0, Eq. (3.5) describes the behavior 
of X on any interval not containing a switching point. 
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In the Newtonian case we can assume that E = D = 0. Indeed, in this 
case an improved value for K can be found. If the subscripts identifying the 
particles are ordered according to the increasing magnitude of the masses 
from m, to m, , then the right side of Eq. (3.5) can be expressed as 
mk 
(ml + zrn2 + “’ + 2mkel + mk)’ * 
(3.6) 
We now define 
p(t) = max[A(t), D]. (3.7) 
Clearly, p is a piecewise analytic function of t, and its switching points are 
isolated. When p > D, the equation for jj is given by Eq. (3.5). On any open 
interval where p = D, we have p = 0. Therefore, except possibly at a coun- 
table number of isolated points, 
,s 3 -K/p2. 
On the other hand, we assert that 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where ti is a switching point. To see this, assume first that p(tJ > D. Then 
there exist sets Qi, T E P, and some open interval V containing ti such that 
p=h=h,>h,fort~Vn{t)t<t~},butp=h=h,>&for 
t E V n {t 1 t > ti}. 
This gives us Eq. (3.9). If p(tJ = D, then it follows immediately that 
and lim,++ p(t) > 0. This completes the verification of Eq. (3.9). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF p 
We determine the asymptotic properties of function p by defining a 
“quasi-energy” function g(t) = p2 - 2Kp-I. Function g is well defined 
except, possibly, at a countable number of isolated points. At these points 
we define p and g to have the value of their respective right hand limits. 
On any interval where g is defined, 
2 = 2&j + KP-~). (4.1) 
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Since the quantity in the parenthesis is always nonnegative (see Eq. (3.8)), 
function g is nondecreasing if function p is nondecreasing. 
Function g must satisfy one of the following conditions: (i) either for all 
time when g is defined, inf( g, 2) < 0, or (ii) there exists t, such thatg(t,) > 0, 
m > 0. 
If condition (i) is satisfied, then ~2 < 2Kp-l, and/or p < 0 a.e., that is, 
p < (2Kp-‘)rla for almost all positive values of t. This implies that 
p3i3 _ g(2q113t (4.2). 
is a nonincreasing function of time. This, in turn, implies that 
A.< p < [$(2&y)(t + C)]“‘” = O(W), (4.3) 
where C is some positive constant. 
When condition (ii) is satisfied, we have from Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), and (4.1) 
that g(t) is nondecreasing in some interval (tr , t2), that fi(tr) > 0, and that, on 
this interval, 
p”(t) 2 2Kp-l + g(t1) > 0. (4.4) 
These last two inequalities combined with Eq. (3.9) show that as long as g is 
nondecreasing, then b(t) is bounded away from zero by a positive constant. 
Since g is a nondecreasing function, at least until p becomes negative, we have 
from the last sentence and Eq. (3.9) that g is a nondecreasing function on the 
interval (tr , m). 
It now ‘follows that Eq. (4.4) holds for t > t, , or P(t) 2 ( g(tl))V2 for 
t > t, . Thus, p(t) 2 (g(tr))rla(t - tr) + p(tl), which means that p(t) --+ CO 
ast--+co. 
Since g(t) is a nondecreasing function, either g(t) -+ co or g(t) --f b2, where 
b E (0, 00). If&) -+ co, then p -+ co. (Recall that p -+ CO.) This implies that 
p/t -+ & as t --+ co. That is, after some time we have p > D, or 
p/t = A/t+ co as t-+ oo. (4.5) 
If g(t)-+ b2 as t -+ CD, it follows that b(t) + b as t -+ 00, or that 
p = bt + o(t) as t -+ 00. This states that p + co, which means that after 
some time, p = A. Consequently, 
h = bt + o(t) as t -+ 00. (4.6) 
In summary, we have from Eqs. (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6), that as t + co, the 
asymptotic behavior of X is given by one of the following: 
(i) h = O(t2i3); 
(ii) A-btandX+b, h w ere b is some positive constant; 
(iii) A/t -+ 03 and x + co. (4.7) 
505/20/I-II 
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5. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
In the last section, the asymptotic properties of h were found. In this 
section, these properties are related to those of R and the individual 
particles. 
It is obvious that A < R, where equality is obtained when the II masses are 
gathered at only two points. It turns out that R < 2X. To see this, note that at 
time t there is some rkg‘ which equals Ii. Therefore, 
MR=Mr,i~MIr,-sl+$-Mrri-sI 
= (M - mk) A, + (M - mj) Aj < (2&f - mk - mj)h, 
or 
1 d R/X < (2M - mk - mj)/M < 2. (5.1) 
(Recall that in the Newtonian n-body problem, Ill2 is a measure of R. 
If the masses are labeled according to increasing magnitude of the masses, 
then Eq. (5.1) can be expressed as 
Mml(M - ml) < 2fMz/A2 < M3 - 2M (1 mi2) -I- 1 m?. (5.2) 
From inequality (5.1) and Eq. (4.7 iii), we have the first part of the con- 
clusion of Theorem 1. Notice that by combining inequality (5.1) with Eq. 
(4.7 i), we have rKi = O(ts/s) for all choices of K, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. This is the 
second part of the conclusion of Theorem 1, where A, = 0 for all k. 
Assume for the remainder of this section that h N bt where b is a positive 
contant. We now show that this implies that (rk - s)/t has a limit for each k 
and that at least two of these limits are nonzero. (If at least one of these terms 
has a nonzero limit, then an argument similar to that in the proof of Corollary 
2 shows that there is at least one other term which has a nonzero limit.) 
Let 7 = 2m,,2/MZ. According to the definition of X and our assumption 
that X - bt, we have that there exists some subset Cp E P such that 
lim sup (b/t) > b/(1 + rl) 
as t--f a~. (Indeed, for at that one subset lim sup A& = b.) We shall now 
show that A& has a limit as t + co. 
Define &,,, = max(h, (1 + 17) h,). Notice that X,,,, E [X, (1 + ?)A]. By 
using an argument similar to the one found in Section 3, the diierentia1 
equations for h,,, can be determined. When h,,, is defined by h, the equation 
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is given by Eq. (3.5). In the contrary case, it follows from the inequality 
(1+?))X~~h3;\~_,,/\~+i,thatifK~~,j~~C,then 
rkj = I(rl, - s) - (ri - s)i 
> M-lA,n/I,& - (1 + d(M@ - mkwb + mk) 
I 
mk 
+ M.&&C - (1 + T)(Mo + md(Mec - md 
mj 
= M-‘A,(m, + mj)[l + 7 - $V,M~c(mkmj)-ll 
b M-lm$b , (5.3) 
which is the analog of Eq. (3.2). 
Repeating the argument which led to Eq. (3.5) we find that 
where KI is some positive contant. 
Since h + co, function h,,, will be greater than constant D after some 
value of t. 
The argument found in Section 4, applied to Eq. (5.4), shows that one of 
the following must occur as t -+ CO. 
(9 Lo = (V3>, 
(ii) h,,, - dt, 
(iii) An,& 4 co. 
Since X < &,, < X(1 + 7); h N bt, and lim sup&,/t) > b/(1 + q), the 
only possibility is &,a - dt where b < d < 6/(1 + 7). 
According to its definition, this last statement can hold only if for all 
sufficiently large values of t, we have &,, = (1 + 7) h, . Thus, 
b - (d/(1 + d)t = 4t. (5.5) 
Consequently, for large values of t the equation for h, is described by an 
equation similar to Eq. (3.4), and 
1 x, 1 = O(t-2). (5.6) 
By integrating both sides of this last equation from t, to t, and then allowing 
tl , t, -+ co, we have from the Cauchy criterion for the existence of a limit 
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that iIp -+ d, as t -+ co. Setting t, = t and allowing t, 4 00, we have A0 = 
d, + O(t-r) or 
1, -dd,t + O(ln t) as t -+ co. (5.7) 
Notice that AQc = -d,t f O(ln t). Also notice that if @ contains only one 
element, say Q, = {R}, then rk - s = (M - mk) M-ld,t + O(ln t). A 
similar statement applies to set @. 
The idea for the remainder of the proof is to repeat the analysis of Sections 
3, 4, and 5, restricting the indices first to set Q, and then to set @. However, 
the position vectors are now expressed relative to MJlPh, + s, rather 
than s. The analysis will give a conclusion similar to the one stated above, but 
now for subsets of Qi and P. This process is continued until it reduces subsets 
of Q, either to one element sets of P or to sets where the distances between 
particles expand like O(t213). 
More precisely, temporarily restrict attention to set cf. Let P, be the set of 
all nonempty proper subsets of @. For T E PO, define 
Y”CQ-d PT = Ma [ gT m,(r, - (M,,M-Q, + s))] 
and p(t) = maxPa pI . Notice that p = O(t) (p < R < 2h = O(t)). 
The study of the asymptotic properties of TV is essentially the same as that 
of h. There are some minor changes which are noted here. 
In the derivation of the equation for ii, we must account for the effects of 
the particles with indices in P. However, it follows from Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) 
that if k E @ and j E P, then there exists positive constant ukj such that 
Ykj 3 Ukjt + O(t) as t+ Co. Consequently, the equation corresponding to 
Eq. (3.3) takes the form 
and the equation corresponding to Eq. (3.5) assumes the form 
fi 2 (--K&4 - (C/t”> (5.8) 
for large values of t where K, and C are positive constants. Since TV = O(t), 
there exists constant D, such that after some time p-l > D,t-l. Thus, for 
large values of time, Eq. (5.8) can be expressed as ii > -K3/p2. 
The remainder of the above analysis holds, showing that either p = O(t213), 
or there exist nonzero vector d, and set T E Pa such that l.~, = d,t + O(ln t). 
In the former case, we have for all k E @ that 
rk - s = MocM-%, + O(t213) = M,,M-ld,t + O(t213). 
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In the latter case, we check first to see whether set T (or set 0 - T) consists 
of a single element. If, for example, T = {i}, then 
rj - s = M,,M-lx, + M~-iQ~p, 
= (M,,M-ld, + M,-jM;ld,) t + O(ln t), 
and the analysis is completed. If set 7 (or set @ - T) contains more than one 
element, then the above argument is repeated, but now restricted to subsets 
of 7 (respectively, @ - T). This reduction argument is continued until it 
reduces to either one-element sets or to sets where the distance between 
particles is O(ts13). It now follows that rK - s = A,t + O(t21s) for K = 1, 
2 ,..., n. This completes the proof when the solutions of Eq. (1.2) are analytic 
functions of time. 
The analyticity of the solutions was used only to obtain intervals where the 
function h can be represented by some function X, . If the solutions are Ca 
functions of time, we may run into difficulties due to small oscillations, etc. 
(For example, consider X, - A, = (t - t,J8 cos(l/(t - to)) for 
and h,(t,) = &(tJ.) T o avoid these problems, we transfer our analysis from 
x to the functions &, by use of the following known result. 
Let g;(t) E C?(O, co) for i = 1, 2 ,..., 12. Define f(t) = m=4gl(t),..., g,(t)), 
and let set Egi = {x If(x) = g,(X)}. Then f’ exists almost everywhere and 
f’ = gli almost everywhere on set Eoi . 
While this result is known and appears several times in the literature, a 
convenient reference seems to be hard to find. Since the proof is simple, we 
outline it here. 
It is clear that on any compact set, f is a uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
function. Thus, by Rademacher’s theorem [9], f is differentiable almost 
everywhere. 
Let h =f(t) -gi(t) > 0, and consider the points of set Eg. where jexists. 
To prove the statement, it is sufficient to show that at these Goints h(t) = 0. 
However, this is obvious, since on set Egi function h is zero, and by definition 
h is nonnegative everywhere. 
The behavior of A, for h0 > h/(1 + 7) can be determined by the analysis 
leading to Eq. (5.4). Since both X, and h are continuous functions, the values 
of t where A0 > h/(1 + q) define an open set. When function h, crosses X0 
from below, then A, > &, . 
Define g, = xG2 - 2K&,l. Defineg(t) = g@(t) for t in the set EAe. (This 
allows us to skirt the difficulties inherent in Eq. (4.1).) With obvious mod& 
cations, the remainder of the proof now follows. 
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6. SUBSYSTEMS 
According to Theorem 1, there are two possible general sketches for an 
evolving Newtonian n-body system. The first is when R/t -+ co as t -+ co. 
This motion will be discussed in more detail in Section 9. In this section, we 
shall study the second sketch when particles cluster into subsystem. A sub- 
system will be defined to be all the particles such that their mutual distances 
are bounded by O(N3). Note that there can be more than one subsystem. If 
this is so, it follows from Theorem 1 that the centers of mass of the Kth and 
jth subsystems separate like Akjt + O(W). 
It is known that at times a subdivision can be made of the particles in a 
given subsystem. What happens is that the particles define clusters that are 
characterized by the condition that mutual distances between particles are 
o(t2/3). If the clusters define a partition of the particles in a subsystem, then, 
under some mild conditions, it can be shown that the distances between the 
centers of mass of the clusters are asymptotic to constant multiples of t213. 
Furthermore, the clusters asymptotically tend to define configurations which 
are determined by the total masses of the clusters. (See [lo, Section 51 and 
Section 7). 
We shall show how a subsystem of p particles tends to behave like a pure 
“p body” problem. (Recall that for the remainder of this paper, we shall 
consider only solutions of system (1.6), that is, pure n-body Newtonian 
motions.) 
Let vector R, denote the position of the center of mass of the sth subsystem. 
Then R, = A,t + O(ln t) as t + 00. In fact, it follows from the equations 
of motion that 
ii, = c J4dRs - RI + act-3,3> 
k+s 
R3 
ks 
M&b - As) 
= & ) Al, _ A, 13 t2 + o(t--8’3) 
= -D,t-2 + O(t-8/3), (6.1) 
where Mk = CiGG, mi , and Gk is the set of indices of the particles in the 
Kth subsystem. 
To see that this is so, notice that 
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The double sum on the right side vanishes by the antisymmetry of the 
vectors with respect to the indices. 
Each term iii in the triple sum can be expressed as 
rFj = ((Rs - R,) + (ri - R,) - (rj - Rk))2 
= (Rtk + 2(ri - R,) * (R, - R,) - 2(rj - Rk) * (R, - Rk) 
- 2(ri - R,) . (rj - Rk) + (ri - RJ2 + (ri - RK)2) 
= Ek(1 + 4, 
where x is defined by the last equation. It follows from (r;. - Rk), (ri - R,) = 
O(t21s) and Theorem 1 that x -+ 0 as t + co. 
Thus each term in the triple sum can be expressed as 
m,mj(rj - rJ = W%(ri - ri) 
rfj R:k 
(1 - 8x + 0(x2)). 
Equation (6.1) now follows from the definition M,R, = CiEGt miri and the 
bounds on rj - RI,, etc. 
By integrating both sides of Eq. (6.1) twice, we obtain 
R, = A,t + D, In t + E, + O(t-2/3). (6.2) 
We now define 
h, = $ C mj(vj - lkS)2 - C rn*rngz 
i-3, AkEG, 
Kk 
= T, - U, (6.3) 
and 
C, = c mk(rk - W x (V, - ks) (6.4) 
ks G, 
to be the total energy and the angular momentum, respectively, of the sth 
subsystem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R = O(t) as t -+ co for the inverse square force 
law. Then for the sth subsystem there exists nonpositive constant h,,, and vector 
constant c,,~ such that 
and 
h,(t) = h,,, + O(t-s/3) 
ast-+tO. 
c,(t) = c,,o + O(t-2l”) 
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It can now be shown that if the sth subsystem hasp particles, and constants 
h,,, and c,,s are the limits of its energy and angular momentum functions, then 
this subsystem behaves somewhat like a pure p-body problem with total 
energy h = h,,, and angular momentum c, = c,,~ . 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that the sth subsystem has p particles and that 
h,,, = 0. It then follows that the distances between the p particles are asymptotic 
to constant multiples of t213. Furthermore, the particles tend to de$ne a central 
configuration. That is, (219) mk(rK - R,) r2 + (&Y,/iYr,) = o(t-4/3) as 
t--too for KEG,. 
This is the behavior of ap particle system with zero total energy [7, lo]. 
Let rs(t) = min rki(t), k # j, k, j E G, . 
COROLLARY 5. If h,,, < 0, then there exists positive constant A such that 
after some value of time rs(t) < A. 
Note that this does not imply that there exist two particles such that their 
distance must remain bounded for all sufficiently large values of t. It states 
that at each instant of time some distance is bounded by a bound independent 
oft, k and j. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume, for simplicity, that we are discussing sub- 
system Gr and that the masses are labeled m, ,..., m4, . Furthermore, since we 
are interested in the internal motion of the subsystem, let pk = rk - R, . 
With this change, Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) assume, respectively, the forms 
h, = $ f rn&” - 1 
mjmlc 
- = T1 - IJ, 
k=l l(KkQ pjk 
and 
We now find an estimate for the perturbation term acting on the jth particle 
due to particles in other subsystems. We find from Eqs. (1.6) and (6.1) and 
Theorem 1 that 
rn$, = mi(fj - al) = 
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- (ri - R,) 1 c %$ + q + O(t-7/3) 
wMk - W + @I 
1 A,t - A,t I3 
7 + O(t-‘I”) 
M, I As - 4 I 
= +j$- + “j (zl 1 A, _ A, 1 t2 + 
D, 
3 t2 1 
+ O(t-‘1”) (Recall the definition of Di .) 
au1 
= -&- + o(t-‘/“). 
3 
We record this as 
mjiij = (W/W + Yj = (W/%4 + Yi j (6.5) 
where yj = O(t-‘/3. 
According to this equation and the restriction (from Theorem 1 and the 
definition of a subsystem) pk = O(W), we see that 
c mkpk x i& = c Pk x ((aul/apk> + Yk) 
= 7 ;k 
mjmk(Pk x &) + 0(~-5,3) 
P;j 
= 0 + O(t-61”). 
Integrating both sides of this relationship from tl to t, , tl < t, , and 
passing to the limit shows that the right side goes to zero. It follows from the 
Cauchy criterion for the existence of a limit that c mkpk X 61, has a limit as 
t + co. Setting ti = t and allowing t, --f co gives us the conclusion 
c mk6% x i)k = cl,o + o(tw2’“) 
We now prove that the energy relationship holds. We shall first prove that 
h,(t) = h,, + O(H3). 
Let I1 be one-half the moment of inertia of the subsystem. That is, 
By differentiating& twice and using Eq. (6.5), we have 
I1 = c mk6k2 + c mkpk ’ Bk = c mkbk2 + c fJk ’ (aul/apk) + o(t-S’3>e 
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Since U, is a homogeneous function of degree - 1, it follows from Euler’s 
theorem that the last summation is equal to -U, . Hence, we have 
1, = 2T, - U, + O(t-5’3) = Tl + h, + O(trs13) 
= u, + 2/z, + O(t-S/3), (6.6) 
which is the analog of Eq. (1.12) for this subsystem. 
By differentiating the energy relationship, we find that 
h = c mkbk * fik - c (aul/af)k) * bk 
= c (mkbk - (walk) ’ ik = c Yk ’ bk . 
By using the definition of Tl and Eq. (6.3, this can be expressed as 
1 ir, 1 < T;/20(t-7/3). 
Consequently, we find from Eq. (6.6) that 
1 ir, I < O(t--7yrl - h, + O(t-5/y/2. (6.7) 
We now show that if h, = O(l), then h, converges as t -+ co. To do this 
we use a special case of a Tauberian theorem proved by Boas [2]. (Suppose 
f E cyo, co). If f = O(P), and there exists positive constant C such that 
f” > -C, then f’ = O(t213).) 
Since h, = O(1) and Tl > 0, it follows from Eq. (6.6) that there exists 
positive constant B such that 1, > -B > -co. It follows from Theorem 1, 
the definition of a subsystem, and the definition of I1 that Ir = O(@/“). 
Therefore, it follows from the Tauberian theorem that 
I1 = O(W). (6.8) 
The expression in the parentheses on the right side of Eq. (6.7) must be 
nonnegative. Therefore, after some time, 
1 h 1 = O(t-‘I”)(2 + 1, - h1)l/2 < O(t-‘I”)(2 + 1, - A,). (6.9) 
Integrating both sides of this inequality from t, to t, , and using the assump- 
tion h, = O(1) and Eq. (6.8), we find that 
I AI(t,) - h&J < O(1) f’ u-“~& + O(l)) du 
t1 
= (t;*/3 - t,*/3) O(1) + O(1) St’ u-‘/“.& du 
= O(t;*P - t;“l”) + O(pl(;; - pl(tl)) 
+ O(1) St” li,u-10,3 du = O(t;*/“) + O(t,“/“). 
$1 
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As t, , t, + co, the right side approaches zero, forcing the left side to zero. 
Thus, by the Cauchy criterion for the existence of a limit, the assumption 
h, = O(1) implies that h, -+ hi,, as t + co. Furthermore, by allowing 
t, + co, we find that 
h,(t) = h,*, + O(tN3). (6.10) 
If hi,, > 0, then it follows from Eq. (6.6) that 
1, = Tl + h,,, + O(tH”) > h,,, + O(t-q. 
By integrating both sides of this inequality twice, we see that 
4 3 l/2 &,ot2 + O(t). 
Since this contradicts the fact that I1 = O(t4i3), we have h,,, < 0. 
Therefore, we only need to prove that h, = O(1) as t -+ co. To prove this, 
we will need to show that s” T,(U) du = O(t). According to Theorem 1 and 
Eq. (1.9), we have the existence of some nonnegative constant C such that 
I = Ct2 + O(t5/“). From the Lagrange- Jacobi relationship (Eq. (1.12)) 
we see that I= T + h > /z. Hence, according to a Tauberian theorem due to 
Landau [17, p. 1941, we have 1 = 2Ct + o(t). (Suppose f s C2(0, a~). If
f = Cta + O(P) and f N > --Bta-2, then f’ = aCta-1 + O(P-l).) However, 
by integrating the Lagrange- Jacobi relationship, we have 
f= 
s 
’ T(u) du + lit + i(O). 
Thus, St T(u) du = (2C - h)t + o(t). Since 0 < T,(t) < T(t), we have 
that f” T,(u) du = O(t). This means, from Eq. (6.6) that 
li(t> = Jot Mu) du + O(t). 
Therefore, by integrating both sides of Eq. (6.9) from tl to t, t, < t, and 
tl sufficiently large, we find that 
I h(t) - h(t,)l < O(l) lj-1 u-““11 du - j.1 u-‘/~/z~(u) du 1 + O(t;4/3 - t-4/3) 
= O(1) pqt) - t;‘/3f(t,) 
+ 8 j-1 u-‘“/3fl du - j-’ u-7/3h.,(u) du 1 + O(ty4” - t-4’3). 
t1 
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However, $, ~-~s/~fr du =u-~~/~I~ I:,+ (10/3) & u-13/s1 du. Since I1 = O(W), 
this term is of the order O(t;” + P). 
That is, 
1 h,(t) - h&)1 = O(1) It;?i3 j-” h,(u) du - t-7/3 1” h,(u) du 
+.s u-~/~~~(u) dul + O(t;*13 + t-4/3). (6.11) t1 
Notice that the value of the O(1) t erm is independent of the choice of tl . 
Therefore, Eq. (6.11) h s ows the existence of sufficiently large positive con- 
stants A and t, such that, if t, < tl < t, then 
1 h,(t) - h,(t,)[ < A [f;4/3 + t-4/3 + 1 t;‘/3 j-:’ h,(u) du 
- t-7/3 j-1 h,(u) du + j-” ~-‘/~h~(u) du I]. 
t1 
By defining N(t) = maxt2GU(t 1h,(u)j, we find that 
I s t;v3 t1 h,(u) du - t-7/3 j-1 h,(u) du + j-1 ~-“~h@) du j 
= ‘;7,3) / j-1 u-lo/3 1j-r h,(s) ds! du j 
e (7/3) N(t) Jy u-10+4 - t2) du 
1 
< (7/3) N(t) 1” u-‘/3 du = (7/4) N(t)(t;“l” - t-*/3). 
t1 
That is, Eq. (6.11) can be expressed as 
I h(t) - k(h)1 < (2 + (7/4) N(t)) At,-4’3. 
By choosing the value of tl so large that AtT413 < l/20 < 4/70, we have 
I w - W,)l G 0. 1 (1 + W) 
If 1 h,(t)/ < N(t) for all t > t, , then 1 h,(t)1 < N(t,), and h,(t) is bounded. 
On the other hand, whenever ( h,(t)\ = N(t), the above inequality gives us 
W) - Wl) < I h,(t) - WJI < 0.1 (1 + W)). 
In either case, N(t), and consequently j h,(t)], is bounded above by (10/9) 
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[O.l + N(t,)]. S’ mce h,(t) is bounded, our initial assertion that h,(t) - h,,, = 
O(tH3) follows. 
We now show that h,(t) = h,,, + O(td5/“). We do so by dividing the per- 
turbative force yj of Eq. (6.5) into two parts 
Yj = s* + Ej 9 
where Sj and fj are defined below. Notice that if 
9 = C C “kmj(trk - rj)/rkj) 
s>l kEGa 
then 
~j = ai - (mj/Ml) f ai , 
i=l 
where Ml = Cy-, mj is the mass of the subsystem. 
By defining 
and ej = y 3 - Sj , it follows from an analysis similar to that found between 
Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) that yj , Sj = O(t-‘/3) and ej = O(t-s/s). 
With these new definitions, a study of the term h, = CT=, yj . & will 
include an analysis of the term Cj=r Sj * pj . With this end in mind, we set 
‘j = 1 1 mkmj L - L s>l ksG, 1 R s rj 1 1 R s R 1 1 ] 
and V = CL1 Vj . This yields the bounds Vj = O(te4/“) and V = O(te5j3). 
Differentiating the term Vi yields 
Since *j = & + fir and Cj”=, mjbj = 0, we iid that 
(Cj + % - R,) * (R, - rj) 
I R - rj I3 
_ (ir + 8, - ki,) + (R, - R,) 
I R - R, I3 I 
= ,$ Pj ’ sj + O(t-‘I”). 
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Indeed, I& - I& = O(1) and 
2 mj [ , ,“srp,, - , )yRR’,, ] = O(t-W”). 
G=l 8 3 s 1 
We are now prepared to reexamine the relation 
hl = i Yj * (lj = i bj ’ (Sj + IZj) 
j=l i=l 
= (dV/dt) + O(t--8/a) + i pj * Ej . 
j=l 
This relation is now integrated to find a bound on the difference h,(t) - hi,, . 
Since I’ = O(t-5/3), the first two terms on the right-hand side yield a bound 
of the order O(t-5’3). Since aj = O(t-*Is), we can use an argument similar 
to the one which starts at Eq. (6.7), re pl acing the error term of O(tP/s) with 
one of O(t-s/s), to obtain the desired result 
h,(t) = h,,, + O(t-S/3); h,,, < 0. (6.12) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Call 
hH = + C M&,2 - C C C mjmkyG1 
s s1<s2 SCSI 7c’~G.q~ 
the “hyperbolic part of the energy.” Notice that the following relationship 
can be easily verified, 
h, = hH,O + O(t-5/3) 
with hH,O = $ Es MJs2 3 0. This allows the total energy to be divided into 
h = hH + 1 h, = hf.8 + c ha 
s s 
with h,,, , > 0 and h,,, < 0 for all choices of s. 
Proof of Corollary 4. We use the notation introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 2. According to Theorem 2 and Eq. (6.6), we have 
I1 = o(e), (6.13) 
and, since the value of h,,, is zero, 
I1 = Tl + h,,, + O(tr5/“) = U, + O(r5j3) > O(t-2/3), 
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For the functionf(t) = I1 , it follows from Landau’s Tauberian theorem that 
I1 = O(W). (6.14) 
The remainder of the proof is a modification of arguments found in [7] 
and [IO]. We follow these arguments by showing that I1 N At413. (Recall 
that A is some positive constant where the value may change with each 
usage.) To do this, we must first show that there exists some positive constant 
B such that I1 > Bt4i3 + o(t4/3). 
Notice that U, > (mkmj/pkj) > (mo2/pki) for all k, j E Gr , where m, is the 
smallest mass. At each instant of time, some plcj = Y, . (Recall, rl(t) is the 
minimum spacing between particles with indices in Gr .) Therefore, U, > 
m,%;l. A similar argument shows that I1 3 (~2,,~/21M) RI2 > (mo2/2M) r12, 
where R, is the maximum spacing between particles with indices in Gr . 
Thus, there exists a positive constant A such that U, > A/Itf2, or, from 
Eq. (6.6), we have that 1, > AIc1j2 + O(t-4/3). 
However, we find from Eq. (6.13) that after some time, 
i; > AI;1f2. (6.15) 
If I1 were bounded, then this last inequality would state that 1, is bounded 
away from zero by a positive constant. Consequently, by integrating twice, we 
would have that I1 + co, a contradiction. Therefore, I1 is an unbounded 
function which is eventually concave up (Eq. (6.15)). From this we have that, 
for sufficiently large values of time, I1 becomes and remains positive. 
After multiplying both sides of Eq. (6.15) byf, and integrating the resulting 
inequality, and using the fact that Ii --+ co (an unbounded concave function), 
we have that II2 > AIt’2 + O(1). That is, since I1 is eventually positive, 
t,/I;l” > A + o(1). 
Integrating both sides of this last inequality yields If’” > At + o(t). This 
proves that 
I1 > Bt4j3 + o(t4i3). (6.16) 
According to the definitions of the terms, Eqs. (6.6) and (6.16), we find 
that 
4&I, - &,” 4I,T, - -t,” 
41514 = IfI4 + O(t+). 1 
Integrating both sides of this relationship shows that 
&i(t) = J 
+, 4I,T, -II,” 
IfI4 
dt + O(t-2/3) + D, , (6.17) 
where D, is a constant of integration. 
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We would like to show that ~1/1~‘4 approaches a limit as t --+ cc. Notice that 
the left side of Eq. (6.17) is bounded (Eqs. (6.14) and (6.16)). Therefore, the 
integral in Eq. (6.17) ’ b 1s ounded. We now show that the integrand is positive, 
which will prove that the integral converges. 
Define a = ((mr)r/s pr ,..., (m,)li2 p,). The numerator in the integrand is 
just the Swartz inequality 
aSi - (a * A)” > 0. 
Since the integral converges, the right side of Eq. (6.17) converges as 
t + co. This means that 
I#,‘/” --+ D, (6.18) 
where D is some positive constant. (If D were equal to zero, then Eq. (6.16) 
would be violated.) That is, 
I;/” = $Dt + o(t), 
or 
I1 = (3/4 D)4/3 t4j3 + o(t4j3). 
This last relation combined with Eq. (6.18) implies that 
-f, = Et113 + o(t1/3), 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
where E is some positive constant (E = (3/4)lj3 D4i3). 
We would like to show that 
1, = U, + O(t-5/3) N $ Et-2/3. (6.21) 
According to a Tauberian theorem given by Pollard [6], we can differ- 
entiate both sides of Eq. (6.20) to obtain Eq. (6.21) if ( or / ,< A 1 U, 15j2. 
But 
or 
(Recall that U, > A41; 1’2 > A5t-2/3 > O(t-4/3)(for large values of t).) 
Therefore, Eq. (6.21) follows. 
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We have shown that U, behaves like the second derivative of I1 . These 
two asymptotic relations can be used to show that the same is true for the 
individual position vectors; namely, for each particle, the position and force 
vector tend, asymptotically, to become parallel. This is the central configura- 
tion. This conclusion follows from Eqs. (6.19), and (6.21), and [IO, Section 51. 
(The hypotheses stated in [lo] are trivially satisfied by Eq. (6.21).) 
‘Proof of Corollary 5. Since Tl > 0, we have that 
u, + h,,, + 0(2-q 3 0. 
Clearly, U, < AY;‘, so Ar;’ > 1 h,,, 1 + O(t-j’3). That is, 
This is the conclusion of the corollary. 
7. SUBSYSTEMS WITH “NEGATIVE" ENERGY 
Suppose h,,, < 0. It was shown earlier (Corollary 5) that this implies the 
existence of a positive constant A which serves as the upper bound for the 
minimum distance between particles in the sth subsystem. This does not 
imply that the maximum distance must be bounded. Indeed, it is possible 
for I1 N At413. For example, in the three body problem [3], it is possible to 
have motion where the distance between two particles is bounded for all 
time, and the distance from the center of mass of this binary to the third 
particle is asymptotic to At2j3. 
A generalized version of this motion has been studied in [lo, Section 51. 
In that study, a cluster was defined to be a collection of all particles in a given 
subsystem such that their mutual distances are o(W) as t --+ co. Furthermore, 
it was shown that if these clusters partition a subsystem into more than one 
cluster, then, under some mild growth conditions, it follows that the centers 
of mass of the clusters tend in the limit to define a central configuration. In 
addition, the distances between these centers of mass are asymptotic to 
constant multiples of N3. We add to this development by showing that, in 
the spirit of Theorem 2, the clusters behave like a “pure” p body problem. 
THEOREM 3. Let T, and U, be respectively the kinetic energy and the self- 
potential of the sth cluster in a given subsystem. Then, 
T, - U, = h,,, + o(t-1’3) 
where h,,, is some negative constant. 
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Proof. The equation of motion for a particle in the sth cluster is 
m,(P, - ii,) = (H.Is/13rk) + o(F413), 
where R, is the vector locating the center of mass of the sth cluster. An analysis 
similar to that found in the proof of Theorem 2 leads to the stated result. 
In [lo], the concepts of pulsating and oscillatory motion were introduced. 
We now impose some additional restrictions on the behavior of these motions. 
(While we do not repeat the definitions here, it suffices for our purposes to say 
that the definition prohibits the distances between all particles from being 
asymptotic to constant multiplies of either PI3 or t.) 
COROLLARY 6. If R = O(t), and if pulsating or oscillatory motion occur, 
then the defining particles must be in some subsystem with negative energy. This 
implies that the distances between particles must be O(tz13). 
Previously, this statement was known only if n = 3 [12]. Actually, sharper 
statements can be found. For example, it follows from the proof of Theorem 1 
that the term O(N3) can be replaced by a bounding term /W3 + o(N3), 
where positive constant A can be determined by the values of the masses of 
the subsystem. This is done by combining the ideas behind Eqs. (3.5), 
(3.6), (4.3), and (5.2). We leave the details to the reader. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that the particles must be in some 
subsystem. It follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary 4 that the energy must 
be negative. 
8. SUNDMAN'S FUNCTION 
Sundman [16] proved for the three body problem that if c # 0 (see Eq. 
(1.8)), th en uric ion I is bounded away from zero by a positive constant. f t 
This is a partial generalization of an earlier Sundman theorem that asserted 
for the n-body problem that if c # 0, then I cannot approach zero. (Recall 
from Eq. (1.10) that W2 serves as a measure of the maximum spacing between 
particles, R. Therefore, his theorem states that if c # 0, then not only is the 
system spared from a complete collapse, but R is bounded away from zero.) 
To prove this theorem, Sundman used the function 
F(t) = (c” + t2) I-1/z - 4hN2. (8-l) 
Birkhoff [l, p. 2821 used this function F(t) to prove another interesting 
result for the three body problem. He showed that if c # 0 and if at some 
time I is smaller than some specified positive constant, then I+ CO as 
t-+*cO. 
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By using a combination of our function h and Sundman’s function F(t), 
we generalize these theorems to the n-body problem. 
THEOREM 4. If c # 0, then I is bounded away from zevo by a positive 
constant. If lim inf I < co as t + co, OY aen if lim inf It@ = 0, then this 
constant can be determined as a function of the masses and the values of 1 c 1 
and h. 
In the latter case let the constant be denoted by Q = Q(m, ,..., m, , 1 c 1, h). 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose at time t = t, that I(t,) < Q, Then I + CC as 
t --+ & 00. Indeed, IIt2 is bounded away from zero for sa@ciently large value 
of I t I- 
For some values of n (n > 3), this statement may be vacuous in the sense 
that there may be no solutions which can simultaneously satisfy the in- 
equality I(t,) < Q and exist on the interval (-co, co). If this is the case, and 
we doubt that it is, we can obtain a statement by relaxing our basic assumption 
that the solutions exist for all time. In this case, we modify the statement of 
the corollary to read that for almost all initial conditions satisfying I(0) < Q, 
the subsequent solution must have I -+ co as t approaches the boundaries of its 
domain of existence. 
The boundaries are given by --co, 00, or some finite value of t = 7. 
If the boundary points are ---co and/or CO, then the statement of Corollary 7 
stands. If the boundary is bounded in some direction, then the boundary 
point t = T corresponds to a singularity of the system. However, singularities 
which correspond to collisions form a set of measure zero [ll]. The non- 
collision singularities have the property I + co [13, 151. The set of initial 
conditions satisfying I(t,) < Q clearly contains a nonempty open set. There- 
fore, this modified form of Corollary 7 will not be vacuous. 
PainlevC proved for n < 3 that all singularities are due to collisions [5]. 
Birkhoff’s statement follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4. If h 3 0, then I -+ cc as t + & cc [7]. Furthermore, 
I is concave up (1 = U + 2h > 0). Therefore, function I has a global 
minimum. Since c # 0, we know from Sundman’s theorem that I cannot 
approach zero, therefore, this global minimum must be positive. (The 
following argument will give an alternative approach for finding this 
minimum.) 
For the remainder of this section we restrict our attention to h < 0. 
If I --+ cc as t -+ co, then we have I(t) > c2/4 ( h 1 for all values of t greater 
than some time t*. Since [0, t*] is a compact interval, I has a minimum. 
The smaller of this minimum and c2/4 1 h [ serves as a lower bound for I. 
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Assume now that lim inf I < co as t -+ co. Notice from the Sundman 
inequality (Eq. 1.13) and Eq. (1.12) that if 1 < c2/4 1 h j, then 
i’ > h + (c”/41) > 0. 
That is, any stationary point for I that occurs when I is smaller than G/4 j h 1 
must be a relative minimum point. 
We now show that if I < c2/4 1 h /, then I must have a stationary point. 
(This is because the condition forces I to be concave up.) It is known [14] 
that if I < c2/4 1 h 1 for all sufficiently large values of t, then I = G/4 1 h 1 for 
all t. Therefore, 1 cannot be nonpositive for all values of t greater than some 
constant. So if 1 is negative, I will eventually arrive at a stationary point. If 
1 is positive and I < c2/4 / h I, then a similar argument shows that we have 
just passed a stationary point. In summary, corresponding to each connected 
interval of time defined by the inequality I < c2/4 1 h j, there is a unique 
relative minimum point. 
Let t, be such a relative minimum point. For some values of t > t, , I is 
increasing. We would like to relate this to the behavior of F(t). 
One of the most important properties of function F is that it is 
nondecreasing if 1 is nondecreasing. To see this, notice that 
P(t) = (l/21312)[41(f - h) - (c” + I”)]. 
According to Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13), the term in the brackets is always non- 
negative. Therefore, the assertion follows. 
We have assumed that t, is a relative minimum for I < c2/4 I h I. Therefore, 
there is some interval [tl , t2] on which f is nonnegative andI = &t,) = 0. 
(Recall that l(t,) > 0 and it remains positive at least until I > c2/4 j h 1.) 
Since 1 is nonnegative, F is nondecreasing on this interval, and 
F(t,) = c2N2(t2) + 4 1 h 1 W2(t2) 3 F(t) 
> F(t,) = Cv-yt,) + 4 / h 1 wyt,). (8.2) 
Since I(t,) > I(tJ, we have 
I(t2) > 6’/16h21(t,) = K” (8.3) 
The length of time At it takes I to grow from the value I(tl) to the value 
I(t,) can be approximated by use of inequality (8.2). Since F(t) >, F(t,), we 
obtain a lower limit on f, and thus 
du 
UlqC21-1/2(tl) + 4 I h 1 wyt,) - (&-l/2 + 4 1 h 1 zqy 
> t2 - t, = At. 
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(An easy way to approximate the left side is to recognize that Ills plays the 
same role in this integral as a constant multiple of the distance between 
particles in the two body problem.) 
Thus, 
( C2 CT vyt,) + 4 ( h ( Illyt,) I/ 2 1 h [II2 > t, - t, . 
Since I = O(t4/a), the function 
G(t) = X3” - 2(ml + m2) 3Mt (g/p 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
must be nonincreasing. (See Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) and (4.2) with K = 
MVm1 + m2)“*> Thus, G(t,) 2 G(t,). It now follows from Eqs. (5.2) and 
(8.4) that 
+ 4(mi.mz) c+Y2 !l’/‘(Q + 4 , h &“(r,)) ! 
I 
ik%* 
I 
314 
a 8h2(M3 - 2NCn mi2 + En mi3) I(tl) (8.6) 
Replacing P4(tl) with x, we see that the fourth root of the relative minimum 
values of I must satisfy the inequality A,$ + Ag2 + L&X--~ > A4x-a, 
where positive constants Ai are functions of the masses, ) c j and h, and are 
defined from Eq. (8.6). That is, 
A,x6 + A,9 + A,x - A, > 0. 
According to Descartes rule of signs, the polynomial has only one positive 
root, x0 . Furthermore, x > x0 . That is, Q = xc,“. (It can be easily seen that 
Q > (min (P/a, B))4, where 
B = (--A, + (AZ2 + 4A,(A, + A,))1’2/2(A, + A,)). 
Proof of Corollary 7. If I(to) < Q, then the hypothesis that lim inf I < cc 
must be violated. That is, 1-t co, as t -+ co. Notice that the condition 
lim inf I < CO was used to assure that function G(t) is nonincreasing. But it 
follows from Eq. (4.3) that this is true if I = O(t413). Therefore, 
lim sup I/t413 = co. 
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Theorem 1 states that if this happens, then I/t2 is bounded away from zero 
by a positive constant. Since the system is time reversible, the same argument 
shows that I/t2 is bounded away from zero as t --+ ---co. 
9. SUPER-HYPERBOLIC EXPANSION 
We now turn to the remaining sketch of an expanding universe given by 
Theorem 1; namely, the case R/t -+ co as t -+ co, which we call super- 
hyperbolic motion. This motion has been discussed in the literature [7, 10, 
121, and it is known that it can only occur if 7t > 4. (However, prior to this 
paper, it was not known that lim sup Rt-l = co implies Rt-l --f co.) While 
this motion has been discussed, most of the comments found in the literature 
are, at best, exploratory and tentative. In fact, the central question of existence 
remains open. Indeed, even the more modest question, whether the set of 
initial conditions leading to this motion is of measure zero, remains 
unanswered. 
All we add to this question of existence is to show that this motion does 
not occur in the linear n-body problem. 
THEOREM 5. In the linear n-body problem, if there are no collisions, then 
R = O(t) as t -+ co. 
The proof of this statement follows directly from that of Theorem 2 
in [13]. 
Proof. We can assume that the n particles lie on the x-axis and that they 
are labeled in ascending order, that is, r1 is the first particle starting from the 
left and r, is the last particle. It follows from C miri = 0 that rr = x1 < 0 
and r, = x, > 0. 
The equation of motion for r, = x, is 
n-l mj(xj - x,) 
-%l = ,r; 1 xj - x, I3 < Oy 
and that for rr = x1 is 
n mi(xr - 4 
Thus, since R = x, - x1 , we have 
# = Len - jfi < 0, 
which leads to R = O(t). 
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We have an immediately corollary of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 8. In the linear n-body problem, ;f the solution exists for all 
time, then h > 0 and rk = c&t + Dkt213 + o(t2/3). If dk = dj , then DI, # Dj , 
k #.i. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1 and Section 6, the particles must divide 
into subsystems. If all the subsystems have zero energy, then the statement 
follows from Corollary 4. If any of the subsystems has negative energy, then 
at each instant of time the distance between some two particles must be 
bounded above by a specified positive constant A. However, an argument 
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 5 shows that there must be a 
collision. This, however, contradicts our hypothesis that the solution exists for 
all time. This completes the proof. 
(Notice that a more precise analytic description of rlc can be obtained by 
substituting the estimate given in the corollary back into the equations of 
motion and integrating both sides of the resulting relationship.) 
What little is known about super-hyperbolic motion centers around the 
relationship between R and r. For example, Pollard [7] showed that Rt-l --+ 00 
as t --+ cc if and only if r + 0 as t + 03. In fact, he was able to relate the 
expansion rate of R to the contraction rate of r by showing that rR2 = O(t2). 
This “belows effect” of r approaching zero forcing R to approach infinity 
at a rapid rate leads one to wonder whether it would be mathematically 
possible for a variety of chaotic situations to occur; for example, whether two 
pebbles in one corner of space could take forever to collide with the conse- 
quence of forcing a planet or two off to infinity at a very rapid rate! 
That this cannot be the case may be shown by a slight modification of the 
arguments found in [12]. From these arguments, one can show that there 
must be an interaction between the particles defining R and those defining r. 
Namely, super-hyperbolic motion is characterized by strong oscillations. 
Indeed, it can be shown by use of elementary arguments that there exist at 
least two mutual distances rlci verifying 
lim sup(r,JR) > 0 and 
s (W%) 
diverges. That is, lim inf (r&2/3) = 0. 
As we stated above, the behavior of R is related to that of r, the minimum 
distance between any two particles. A natural extension would be to show that 
this pathological behavior of R is related to lim infp(t) = 0, where p(t) is 
the minimum perimeter of the triangles formed by any three particles. That is, 
if PM = infl<i<~dn [rii + rj, + r,J, then lim inf p(t) > 0 implies that 
R = O(t). While we cannot prove this statement, we do offer the following 
much more modest result. 
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THEOREM 6. If lim infp(t) > 0, then R = O(t4j3). 
Proof. Define 
Clearly, f is an absolutely continuous nonincreasing function, and the state- 
ments (i) f (t) > A > 0 for all time, where A is some positive constant, and 
(ii) lim infp(t) > 0 as t ---f 00, are equivalent. Therefore, we shall show that 
if f is bounded away from zero, then R = O(t4j3) as t -+ co. 
In order to simplify the notation and the expressions, let rkj = r, - rk 
and vlcj = vi - vie . Recall that A and B denote positive constants, and their 
value may change with each usage. 
Assume positive constant L is such that f (t) > 16L for all t > 0. At each 
instant of time, t, divide the n particles into three classes, 
(i) isolated masses = {rK 1 rkj(t) > L for allj # K}, 
(ii) strong binaries = {(re , rj)j rW(t) <L and 
2 
bk + md ( _ bk f mi) vkj 
2 rkj L ’ 
(9-l) 
and 
(iii) weak binaries = {(rk , rj)j rkj(t) < L and 
vij -- 
2 
cmk + mj) , _ tmk + mj), . 
rki L 
Let wIci denote the velocity of the center of mass of the binary formed by 
the Kth andjth particles; that is, (mk $- mj) wki = m,vl, $- mjvj,ror 
mjvj2 + mkvk2 = (mj + mk) wTk -f mkmjdj/(mk + mi>. (9.2) 
Let hkj , the “defect of energy” of a strong binary, be defined as 
hkj = mkmj[r;?? - L-1l - 2(mk + mj) ’ 
mkm& > (, 
. (9.3) 
Let H, = c hrcj. (9.4) 
(strong 
binaries) 
We now show that H, = O(t213) as t -+ co. With this end in mind, we 
study dh,Jdt when hkj 3 0. 
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According to the definition of hkj , we have 
d&j -mkmPkj ’ vkj _ *kmj -------= 
dt Tk9i 
(mk + mj) vkj * Ikj 
= *kmi 
mk + mj 
vkj * 
i#k.i 
By comparing the sides of the triangle formed by rk , rj , and ri and by 
using the conditions rkj < L and f (t) > 16L, we see that 
1-l d&j ( ltlkmj dt 1 mk + mj CM - mk - *j) ‘kj [ (gL -.! ykj)2 - &I* 
According to the mean value theorem, this can be expressed as 
By using Eq. (9. I), this last inequality becomes 
/ dh,,/dt 1 < AL-3[2(m, + mi) ?j#‘. 
However, it follows from Eq. (9.3) that 
hkj < mkmj(r&! -L-l), 
or, since hkj > 0, 
Ykj < l/(-t-’ + h,$). 
Therefore, we have 
I I + < AL-3[l/(L-1 + Bhki)]1/2. 
If function hkj is replaced with Zkj = max(hkj , 0), we have that 
1 dZkj/dt / < ALw3[1/(L-’ $- Blkj)]1’2. 
That is, 
or 
h,j < Zkj = O(t213), 
H, = O(Pl”). 
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On the other hand, we find from Eqs. (1.7), (9.2)-(9.4) that 
h+H,=&~mkvk2- u + ,E,, [mkmj ($ - $) - mkmjv’3 ] 
2(mk + m3) 
binaries) 
mkvk2 -I- 4 
(isolated 
(bingiesl cm, +m3) wi% 
masses) 
- lGgc,, m$irkj) ’ 
\ 
From the estimate on the growth of H, , this gives us 
c mkvk2 + (biLiesl crnk + m3) wE3 = o(t2’3)- w 
(isolated 
masses) 
From this relationship, we see that if a mass is isolated, then its velocity is 
O(V). If a mass belongs to a binary, then the velocity of the center of mass of 
the binary is O(Ps). We now define vector function Sk to close the 
gap between when a particle is an isolated mass and when it is part of a binary. 
Let mj be the nearest mass to mk . Define 
Sk = t-k if rkj 2 4L 
if L < rki < 4L 
= rk + 
mjrkj 
mk + mj 
if rki < L. 
Notice that if rkj < L, then Sk describes the motion of the center of mass of 
particles m, and mj . Also notice that sincef(t) 3 16L, vector Sk is a con- 
tinuous function. Since rk is an analytic function of time, the discontinuities 
of dS,/dt are isolated. 
In the first and last case, a bound for dSk/dt is given by Eq. (9.5). In the 
second case, we have 
d% (4L - rki> 4Lmj(rk3 * vkj) rk3 
dt = vk + 3rk3(mk + m3) vk3 - 3(mk + ml) rij ’ 
Since vk and vi = O(W), we have, for all time, it is defined that 
dS,/dt = O(W). 
Hence, Sk = O(t4/“). 
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Since SI, differs from rlc by at most L units, it follows that 
Y]c = O(W) for all k. 
The conclusion of the theorem follows. 
If instead of Eq. (9.3) we define 
hkj = mkmj(ri. - L-l) - 
i#k.f 
where rkji is the distance from the center of mass of mk and m, to mi , then it 
can be shown that the hypothesis of the theorem implies that R = O(t615). 
10. THE INVERSE q FORCE LAW 
It was mentioned in the introduction that some of these results can be 
extended to the inverse 4 force law where q > 1. (A classification of the 
motion is known for q < 1 [l 11.) In this section, we give an indication of the 
type of results which can be extended and the corresponding changes in the 
statements of the theorems. 
Let U = C (m,mJrET’). We assume that the units of time, distance, and 
mass are selected in such a fashion that the equations of motion for the 
inverse q force law become 
mkiEk = au/ark. (10.1) 
Since U is homogeneous of degree 1 - q, it follows immediately (see the 
derivation of Eq. (6.6)) that 
1 = (3 - q) U + 2h. (10.2) 
Theorem 1 and Corollaries 2 and 3 hold for q > 1 with the only change in 
the statements being that the exponent 213 is replaced by the exponent 
2/(q + 1). Not all of the results generalize so easily. For example, the proof 
given here for the angular momentum relationship in Theorem 2 extends only 
for q > (-1 + (17)llz)/2. For these values of q, the exponent -2/3 is 
replaced by (4/(q + 1)) - q. However, the energy relationship in Theorem 2 
does hold for q > 1, where the exponent -.5/3 is replaced by (I/(q + 1)) - q. 
There is a distinct change in the description of the evolving system when 
q = 3. It follows from Eq. (10.2) that if q > 3, then 1 < 2h, or 
I < ht2 + O(t). Therefore, if q > 3, then R = O(t). However, while we 
have eliminated the possibility that R/t -j co, we have traded it for another 
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set of difficulties. Notice from the above equation that if h < 0, then I must 
approach zero in a finite time. That is, the solution terminates in finite time. 
This means that the material in Sections 7-9 does not apply to the inverse 
q force law for q 3 3. 
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